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Abstract. Composite Binary Oﬀset Carrier (CBOC) modulation is currently proposed for future Open Service (OS) Galileo signals in E1 frequency band. CBOC consists of a weighted sum or diﬀerence of two sine
Binary Oﬀset Carrier (BOC) waveforms: a sine BOC(1,1) and a sine
BOC(6,1) component. The transmitted OS signal has both data and
pilot channels. Data and pilot channels use slightly diﬀerent modulation, namely CBOC(+) (i.e., weighted sum of BOC(1,1) and BOC(6,1))
and CBOC(-) (i.e., weighted diﬀerence of those). At the receiver side,
depending on the number of channels available, several approaches are
possible: processing either data or pilot, or processing both channels with
any of the BOC(1,1) and BOC(6,1) components, or with a weighted or
time-multiplexed combination of those. Therefore, a signiﬁcant number
of receiver processing variants is possible. The focus here is on the architectures having a limited hardware available, when we assume that only
two channels per satellite and per E1 Open Service signal are used at
the receiver and when we have one-bit processing only. This allows us to
either process both data and pilot channels with a single sine-BOC(1,1)
reference, or to process only the data channel with both BOC(1,1) and
BOC(6,1) components, and then combine them with appropriate weights.
The question we address here is which of these two variants is better in
terms of performance. The novelty of our solution comes from an analytical approach of this problematic and from the comparison of the two
architectures in terms of tracking performance at various bandwidths.
Our analysis focuses both on narrowband receiver cases (i.e., low frontend receiver bandwidts, of interest in mass-market applications), and on
wideband receiver cases (more suitable for professonal receivers). The
tracking results are analyzed in terms of tracking error variances and
multipath error envelopes.
Keywords: Binary Oﬀset Carrier (BOC), Composite Binary Oﬀset
Carrier (CBOC), Galileo, Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS),
Non-coherent Early Late Power discriminator (NELP) discriminator,
narrowband GNSS receiver.
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Background and Motivation

For receiver manufacturers and vendors the upcoming changes in signal domain
opens new market potential since new products are needed to get beneﬁt of
the increased accuracy and availability of GNSS signals. On the other hand,
additional challenges are created by increased complexity needs of receiver. It
may become impossible to implement optimal structures to receivers due short
time-to-market requirements or dependency of 3rd party receiver Intellectual
Property. Composite Binary Oﬀset Carrier (CBOC) modulation has now been
selected for the Galileo Open Service signal in E1 band [1]. CBOC modulation
is a weighted superposition of two sine BOC-modulated signals: a BOC(1,1) and
a BOC(6,1) component. The higher modulation BOC(6,1) requires more bandwidth than BOC(1,1), but has the ability to enhance the tracking performance.
CBOC signal is a four-level signal, while BOC(1,1) and BOC(6,1) components
are two-level signals, able to be implemented via 1-bit receiver processing.
Traditionally, CBOC signals have been processed either with a CBOC receiver (if a large bandwidth, e.g., 24.552 MHz, is available) [2,3,4], or with a
sine BOC(1,1) receiver (for narrowband GNSS receivers) [5,6]. In the ﬁrst case
(CBOC-based processing), implementation is based on at least 2 bits. If we assume some hardware restrictions, such as 1-bit receiver and limited number of
channels, processing the incoming CBOC signal with BOC(1,1) and/or BOC(6,1)
componets separately makes more sense because it reduces the receiver complexity. Therefore, this is the problem we address in this paper: how to choose the
dual-channel processing of Galileo CBOC signal from the limited hardware pointof-view. One-bit processing architectures for CBOC signal have been previously
proposed in [4,7].
The novelty of these paper comes from analytical model of the two receiver architectures (data plus pilot processing versus data-only processing) and from the
architecture we propose for processing the data-only channel in a dual-channel
receiver (which is slightly diﬀerent from the ones proposed in [4,7], as described
in Section 2). To the best of the authors’ knowledge such investigation of the
CBOC receiver architectures with limited number of channels has not been made
yet. We believe that the results reported here are important from the designer
point of view, because it allows him or her to choose the best architecture according to the available receiver bandwidth.
This paper is organized as follows: the dual-channel architectures for GNSS
signal tracking are discussed in Section 2, the analytical model used in our studies
is presented in Section 3, the tracking error performance of discussed algorithms
is studied in Section 4, and ﬁnally the multipath behavior of them is illustrated
in Section 5.

2

Dual-Channel Architectures

The collaborative (or composite) tracking of both data and pilot components is
discussed in detail in [8]; both non-coherent combining and coherent combining
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with relative sign recovery are discussed. In our work we assume a non-coherent
combining channel architecture, where the code generators are capable of creating only binary outputs. The non-coherent architecture for the traditional
architecture, namely the data-pilot tracking, is illustrated in Fig. 1. There, the
upper channel tracks data signal and the lower is tracking pilot signal, both
using only sine-BOC(1,1)-modulated replicas. The code generators have multiple, diﬀerently delayed outputs, each feeding its own correlator. The number of
correlators per channel is typically three (e.g. narrow early-minus-late correlator
(NELP) [9]) to ﬁve (e.g. high resolution correlator (HRC) [10]). The discriminator function outputs are combined, ﬁltered and fed back to code generation.
Since our paper focuses on the code tracking, the carrier tracking with its inphase and quadrature-phase branches of correlators is omitted from ﬁgures to
gain clarity.

Fig. 1. Dual channel tracking for data and pilot signals (architecture 1)

Similarly, the tracking of four-level CBOC signal with a CBOC-modulated
replica code becomes impossible due to binary generator outputs. In [4], a dualchannel approach for CBOC signal tracking has been presented as an alternative
to the 4-level CBOC receiver tracking, where two channels are used: the ﬁrst one
for sine-BOC(1,1) and the second for sine-BOC(6,1) tracking. The discriminator results are weighted and combined to reach CBOC signal performance while
still using binary subcarrier generation with some hardware overhead. The architecture of [4] has been the starting point of our proposed architecture from
Fig. 2, with the main diﬀerence that, in our case, no time-multiplexing is used
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(we use a code-multiplexed approach, where the correlator outputs are weighted
and combined as shown in Fig. 2).
The architecture for dual channel tracking for CBOC signal is illustrated in
Fig. 2. Here, the diﬀerences comppared with the architecture 1 of Fig. 1 are: the
code generator on the lower channel produces the spreading code
√ for data signal
with BOC(6,1) component and amplitude weighting factors ( 1 − α2 and α) are
applied to discriminator outputs from BOC(1,1) and BOC(6,1) channels, respectively. The α2 factor refers to the power percentage of BOC(6,1) component.

Fig. 2. Dual channel tracking of CBOC signal (architecture 2)

3

Analytical Model

We will adopt here the model introduced in [11] and detailed in [5]. The block
diagram of the transmitter-receiver chain for Galileo data or pilot channel is illustrated in Fig. 3. The modulation at the receiver side is dependent on the channel
type (CBOC(+) if data, and CBOC(-) if pilot channel) and it is characterized
by the Htx (f ) transfer function. The modulation at the receiver side, characterized by Hrx (f ) transfer function can be either a sine BOC(1,1)-modulation (in
case we process both data and pilot channels), or a weighted combination of sine
BOC(1,1) and sine BOC(6,1) components. The weighting factor is to be decided
separately, according to the receiver tracking variance, as explained further on.
The correlation block contains a multiplier and an Integrate ad Dump (I&D)
block.
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The overall eﬀects of the channel Hc (f ) and the bandwidth-limiting ﬁlter
Hf (f ) can be lumped in a single term H(f ) = Hc (f )Hf (f ). This paper focuses
on single-path static channel case, therefore assuming that |Hc (f )| = 1, in order
to ﬁnd out the maximum achievable performance. This analysis can be straightforwardly extended to multipath fading channels, under a variety of scenarios.

Fig. 3. Transmitter-receiver block diagram in terms of transfer functions

The normalized Power Spectral Density (PSD) of the received signal Gs (f )
and, respectively, of the noise Gn (f ) after the correlation can be therefore written
as:
⎧
2
⎪
Gs (f ) =  ∞ |Htx (f )Hrx (f )||H(f )|
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
|Htx (f )Hrx (f )||H(f )|2 df
⎨
−∞
(1)
2
2
⎪
Gn (f ) =  ∞ |Hrx (f )| |H(f )|
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
|Hrx (f )|2 |H(f )|2 df
⎩
−∞

The impulse response of a sine-BOC(m,n) modulation is given by [11]:
htx (t) = pTB (t) 

N
B −1
i=0


Tc
(−1)i δ t − i
NB

(2)

where  is the convolution operator, c(t) is the pseudorandom code sequence,
NB = 2m
n is the BOC modulation order, Tc = 1/fc is the chip interval, fc is the
chip rate, and pTB (t) is the convolution between a rectangular pulse of support
TB = NTBc and the front-end ﬁlter used to limit the signal bandwidth.
The transfer functions, Htx (f ) and Hrx (f ) can be computed according to the
modulation type, using eq. (2) and following the derivations similar to [5] (the
full derivations are not included here due to lack of space):
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1. Data and pilot channel processing with sine BOC(1,1):
⎧
Tc )
10 −jπf T2c
⎪
⎪
Htx,data = e−jπf Tc sin(πf
tan( πf2Tc ) +
⎪
πf
11 e
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
Tc )
10 −jπf T2c
Htx,pilot = e−jπf Tc sin(πf
tan( πf2Tc ) −
πf
11 e
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
3jπf Tc
⎩
Tc )
Hrx
= e− 2 sin(πf
tan(πf T2c )
πf

πf Tc
1
11 tan( 12 )
πf Tc
1
11 tan( 12 )

(3)

2. Data-only channel processing with a weighted combination of sine BOC(1,1)
and sine BOC(6,1):
⎧
⎪
sin(πf Tc )
10 −jπf T2c
1
⎪
tan( πf2Tc ) + 11
tan( πf12Tc )
⎨ Htx,data = e−jπf Tc
πf
11 e
(4)
T
⎪
Tc ) √
2 e−jπf 2c tan( πf Tc ) + αtan( πf Tc )
⎪
= e−jπf Tc sin(πf
1
−
α
⎩ Hrx
πf
2
12
Above, α2 is the power percentage of sine BOC(6,1)-component in the reference signal (and 1−α2 is the power percentage of sine BOC(1,1)-component).

4

Tracking Error Variances and Optimal Weighting
Factor

The code tracking error variance, given in s2 (squared seconds) for a signal
with normalized PSD Gs used in a non-coherent early-minus late power delay
tracker or correlator (NELP), in the presence of a colored Gaussian noise with
normalized PSD Gn and operating at a carrier-to-noise density ratio C/N0 is,
according to [12]:
2
σNELP
=

BL (1 − 0.5BL T )
I3 − I4
I1 +
(2π)2 C/N0 I22
4C/N0 T (I5 )2

(5)

where Ii , i = 1, . . . , 5 are the following integrals:
 B2W
Gys (f )Gyn (f )sin2 (πf ΔEL Tc )df
I1 =
−

BW
2



I2 =

BW
2

−

BW
2

f Gys (f )sin(πf ΔEL Tc )df


I3 =

I4 =

BW
2

−

I5 =

−

BW
2

Gys (f )Gyn (f )df

Gys (f )Gyn (f )ej2πf ΔEL Tc df

BW
2



BW
2

BW
2

−

BW
2

Gys (f )cos(πf ΔEL Tc )df
(6)
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Fig. 4. Optimum power percentage of component sine BOC(6,1) in data channel processing with combined BOC(1,1)/BOC(6,1)
Double−sided bandwidth 4 MHz
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Fig. 5. Tracking error variance of the two dual-channel architectures at BW = 4 MHz

Above, BL is the NELP loop bandwidth (in Hz), ΔEL is the early-late spacing
(in chips), and T = N c∗10−3 is the coherent integration in seconds, Nc being the
number of codewords used in the coherent integration. For example, under the
ideal rectangular ﬁlter assumption, the margins of the integrals in 5 can simply
be replaced by −BW /2 and +BW /2, where BW is the double-sided bandwidth
at the receiver.
By replacing eqns. 1, 3, and 4 into eqn. 5, we obtain a traking error variance as
a function of the receiver weighting factor α. A numerical optimization has been
performed, as shown in Fig. 4, and the optimum α factor (for the case when dataonly channel is processed with a weighted combination of BOC(1,1)/BOC(6,1))
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Double−sided bandwidth 12 MHz
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Fig. 6. Tracking error variance of the two dual-channel architectures at BW = 12 MHz
Double−sided bandwidth 24.552 MHz
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Fig. 7. Tracking error variance of the two dual-channel architectures at BW = 24.552
MHz

was found to be bandwidth dependent. For double-sided bandwidths up to 12
MHz, the optimum processing is with a very weak or no sine BOC(6,1) component (α2 = 0 − 0.02). For suﬃciently high bandwidths (i.e., larger than 12 MHz,
a strong sine BOC(6,1) component was found beneﬁcial ( α2 ranging from 0.46
at 12 MHz till 0.86 at 24.552 MHz).
The next question addressed here is whether processing the data and pilot
together, both with a sine BOC(1,1) signal is better (in terms of tracking error
variance) than processing the data channel alone with a weighted combination
of sine BOC(1,1)/BOC(6,1). The optimal power weight α2 found above will be
considered in this comparison. Illustrative plots at two extreme double-sided
bandwidths and a middle-case bandwidth are shown in Figs. 5, 6, and 7.
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Clearly, from the tracking error variance point of view, architecture 1 is better
that architecture 2 at low bandwidths (up to about 12 MHz double-sided bandwidth), while architecture 2 (which makes use also of the BOC(6,1) component)
is better at higher bandwidths.

5

Multipath Behaviour

The cross-correlation shape at the receiver side can be computed via the inverse Fourier transform of the PSD Gs (f ) given in eq. (1). The Multipath Error
Envelopes (MEE) for a second path 3 dB weaker than the ﬁrst one are shown
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Fig. 8. Multipath Error Envelope (MEE) at BW = 4 MHz
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Fig. 9. Multipath Error Envelope (MEE) at BW = 24.552 MHz
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in Figs. 8 and 9, for double-sided bandwidths of 4 and 24.552 MHz. A MEE
shows the robustness in the presence of multipaths [13], when the channel has
two paths, spaced at the distance showed on x-axis of Figs. 8 and 9, and with the
second path with 3 dB smaller than the ﬁrst one. The double lines in the egend
of the plots in Figs. 8 and 9 are due to the upper and lower multipath error envelopes. As seen in Fig. 8, at low bandwidths (i.e., narrowband receiver), there is
no diﬀerence in the multipath performance between the two architectures. When
the double-sided bandwidth increases (as seen in Fig. 9), the second architecture
when data-only channel is processed via both BOC(1,1) and BOC(6,1) receivers,
has a clear advantage also in terms of MEE, due to the higher resolution capability of BOC(6,1) component. Indeed, we can get few meters better multipath
resistance with the joint BOC(1,1)/BOC(6,1) architecture of Fig. 2.

6

Conclusions and Design Issues

The processing of CBOC signal with 1-bit receiver and limited number of channels (e.g., two channels per satellite for E1 signals) can be done in two main
architectures: either by processing both the data and and the pilot channels
with a sine BOC(1,1) receiver (and ignoring completely the BOC(6,1) component) as shown in Fig. 1, or by processing only the data channel (needed to
extract navigation data) and using both BOC(1,1) and BOC(6,1) correlations,
as shown in Fig. 2. In the second approach, the power division between BOC(1,1)
and BOC(6,1) components at the receiver should be optimized separately. Our
studies show that, when the receiver double-sided bandwidth is less than about
12 MHz, the optimum processing is given by the ﬁrst architecture: data and
pilot are processed via BOC(1,1) component, and the BOC(6,1) component is
completely ignored. The gain in terms of tracking error variance is about 3 dB
(over the second architecture), as seen in Fig. 5. This is a completely intuitive
result, since data and pilot powers are split in half at the transmitter, and we
expect to lose 3 dB when processing data-only or pilot-only channels.
The interesting and novel result comes when higher bandwidths are available:
in here, there is a tracking error variance performance gain when BOC(6,1)
processing is also used (i.e., architecture of Fig. 2) and this performance gain
can compensate for the 3 dB loss when only the data channel is processed.
Indeed, according to the available receiver bandwidth, and by choosing properly
the weighting factor between BOC(1,1) and BOC(6,1) components, as illustrated
in Fig. 4, we can get up to 5 dB performance gain in the tracking error variance
with the second architecture and also an enhacement in the multipath error bias
(i.e., smaller multipath error envelopes).
Therefore, the design recommendations we adopt are bandwidth dependent:
for a narrowband receiver as those employed in mass-market solutions, the classical architecture of processing data and pilot channels with a sine BOC(1,1)
receiver is the best choice, while in a wideband receiver (here, meaning with
the receiver double-sided bandwidths higher than 12 MHz), a processing of the
CBOC signal with both BOC(1,1) and BOC(6,1) channels is the best option.
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